Book Dawn for your next event
Dawn Scott Damon is a survivor who has been
sharing her testimony for more than twenty

years. Her past challenges have deepened

and enriched her ministry, enabling her to truly
understand and relate to what others are going

bio

through. Dawn is an ordained minister with the
Wesleyan Church and the Lead Vision Architect

Pastor Dawn Scott Damon

of a multi-cultural church called Tribes in the

Freedom Coach

speaker, consultant and the host of Freedom

Author, Speaker,

Grand Rapids area. Dawn is an author, national
Girls Sisterhood, her own radio program.
In When the

Woman Abused

Dawn Scott Damon is a pastor, speaker and author whose most recent book
When the Woman Abused Was You, was released in 2017. Dawn’s first book
in the series When A Woman You Love Was Abused (a Readers’ Favorite
Gold Medal Award winner) published by Kregel Publications, has touched
thousands of lives – both men and women.

Was You, author,

pastor, and survivor

Dawn Scott Damon
openly shares from
her own abuse

Dawn worked closely with The New York Times bestselling author Cecil
Murphey (90 Minutes in Heaven, When A Man You Love Was Abused),
together they presented two conferences entitled, When Someone You Love
Was Abused, help for those suffering from childhood traumas.
Dawn also writes a blog for women who have experienced trauma called,
Freedom Girl Sisterhood. www.freedomgirlsisterhood.com
As a popular keynote and conference speaker, Dawn Scott Damon is an
engaging and dynamic communicator who inspires her audience to maximize
their God-given purpose and potential in Christ. Dreams are ignited as Dawn
uses sound biblical teaching, personal stories and splashes of humor to
awaken the gifts and callings in every person.
As an ordained minister with the Wesleyan Church, Pastor Dawn is the Lead
Vision Architect of a multicultural, multigenerational church called Tribes in the
North Grand Rapids area; a church that looks and loves like Heaven. Rev. 7:9
Dawn’s other ministry facets include founding a women’s conference called
FreedomGirls, hosting Freedom Girls Sisterhood, her own radio program on
the Diva Radio Network, and numerous other activities.
As a singer/songwriter, Dawn has produced three musical CD projects and
produces numerous audio teachings. Whether she is speaking, producing
radio and webcasts, or preaching to large crowds, the power of her testimony
has been used by God to ignite hope and healing in the lives of thousands.
Dawn says, “My heart is to communicate the story of Jesus Christ in such a
compelling way, that hearts are engaged, dreams are ignited, and lives are
transformed!”

experience and

serves as a guide
to help you make

your way through

the arduous healing journey. With raw and

honest transparency, Dawn helps you take

the necessary steps that will lead you to your
own powerful breakthrough and personal
healing encounter.

In Dawn’s book, When
A Woman You Love
Was Abused, she

candidly shares her

own abuse experience
to help husbands

understand the varied
emotions, fears,

distorted thoughts,

and triggers that hold

their wives captive. Building on that,

Dawn is prepared to speak on a variety of

topics to help people through the stages of
the healing journey.

